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We take the position along with Stern that stage directions are paratextual material. 
They function both as guides to the reader and as potential instructions to the actor.

Our objective was to create a new LEMDO (Linked Early Modern Drama Online) taxonomy for 
stage directions using the @ana attribute. Our rationale was that the default values in the Text 
Encoding Initiative (TEI) Guidelines were not specific enough for encoding early modern drama 
and that @type should not bear multiple values separated by white space.
Our conclusion is that the @type attribute is sufficient for our encoding needs. While it seems like 
not much has changed, we have a more nuanced understanding of how we encode stage 
directions and a rationale for our practice, which grounds our work and supports our 
decisions.

OBJECTIVE

HISTORY

Scholars taxonomize and categorize stage directions in many different ways:
• Emma Smith points out that New Bibliographers made a binary division between “literary” and 

“theatrical” (98).
• Laurie Maguire suggests the categories of fiction and non-fiction (48).
• Paul Menzer and Jess Hamlet assume stage directions are theatrical but do not attempt to taxonomize 

and conclude that taxonomies are inherently flawed (73).
• Stern posits stage directions are paratexts and we cannot ultimately know what they are supposed to 

do. Stern notes that it was “the dumb show that promulgated the use of ‘stage direction’ as an editorial 
term” (32).

• Alan Dessen and Leslie Thompson, in their dictionary of stage directions, differentiate terms as fictional
(90) and permissive (161)

• Bruster emphasizes that stage directions rarely, if ever, direct action that occurs on stage; rather, “stage 
directions describe” (129). Significantly, Bruster also points out that everyone is a reader first; 
therefore, stage directions are always in some sense for the reader (121).

LITERATURE REVIEW EXAMPLE OF ENCODING
Semi-Diplomatic transcription: 
Note that the stage direction is given a through line number (TLN) because it sits on a countable 
compositorial (printed) line and therefore we can create a link to cite this specific stage direction. 
The second stage direction needs multiple @type values, which we concatenate and separate with 
spaces – "sound business setting" – to capture all the things the stage direction achieves with “Alarum: 
Scaling Ladders at Harflew.”

OUTSTANDING ISSUES
LEMDO’s semi-diplomatic transcriptions treat stage directions as composited lines of type, whether they are 
paratext or text. Because we can count composited lines using a through or witness line numbering system 
(TLNs or WLNs), we can easily cite and link to stage directions. The modern text exists only in digital 
space, however, where line breaks depend on user-controlled browsers. LEMDO has not yet resolved the 
question of how to make stage directions citable and linkable in the modern texts.
I suggest that, within each scene, LEMDO give every stage direction an xml:id numbered sequentially 
(sd1) and start the numbering process over again with the beginning of a new scene. The xml:id would be 
constructed from the name of the file, the act, and scene number. It would not include the speech 
number because stage directions, if paratextual, float independently of speeches. Indeed, directors often 
change when actions happen on stage, thus showing that printed stage directions are not always placed in the 
most logical places. This system acknowledges that, while a stage direction is paratextual, it is paratext
that belongs to a particular scene in the modern text but is not fixed by mise-en-page to the adjacent 
speech(es).
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Semi-diplomatic transcriptions: editors must respect the original stage directions and refrain from adding 
new stage directions.
Modern texts: editors must give authority to original stage directions and justify any emendation. Editors 
may add stage directions that spell out dialogic clues for the reader and give crucial information about 
getting actors on and off stage.

Playbooks were printed in small single-play quarto or octavo format until Ben Jonson’s folio 
collection of plays in 1616 and the posthumous 1623 first folio of Shakespeare’s plays.
The placement of stage directions in the marginal space of quartos and octavos encourages 
the perspective of stage directions as paratextual material. In the newer and larger folio format, 
stage directions moved from the margin to the text block.
The constraints of folio columns forced stage directions into the text. The significance of 
Shakespeare’s First Folio has influenced how we perceive stage directions.
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LEMDO’S ENCODING PRACTICE

TAXONOMY

Value <valItem> TEI Definition LEMDO Definition

setting describes a setting. describes a setting (e.g., in her bed, a council chamber). Do not 
use this value to describe a stage location.

location describes a location. describes a location on stage, such as above or at one door. Do 
not use this value to describe a setting. Do not assign a location 
that is not required by an early modern stage direction or implied 
by a dialogic stage direction.

entrance describes an 
entrance.

marks the entrance of one or more characters

exit describes an exit. marks the exit of one or more characters

business describes stage 
business.

describes stage business and character actions like kneeling. Use 
for stage directions marked in the playbook as dumbshows

delivery describes how a 
character speaks.

describes how or to whom a character speaks

sound describes a sound 
effect or musical 
sequence

describes a sound such as flourish, music, thunder, a shot, drums, 
whether the sound is made offstage or onstage.

manet [not in TEI] indicates that one or more characters remains on stage when 
others exit.
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Figure 1 (above): a stage 
direction in the marginal 
space from the quarto of 
The Two Noble Kinsmen
(1634). 

Figure 2 (left): a stage 
direction in the text block 
from Henry V in
Shakespeare’s first folio 
(1623). 

If we put my recommendation into practice, the stage direction in the previous 
example of the modern text of John Lyly’s Galatea would look like: 
<stage xml:id="emdGal_M_a1_s4_sd1">
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Modern text: 
Note that modern stage directions do not have a line number because lines are not countable in a 
digital interface. In print editions, editorial stage directions have traditionally been enclosed in square 
brackets. LEMDO requires that editors use the collation to indicate where they have added new material. 
LEMDO cannot currently link directly to the stage direction in the way we can in semi-diplomatic 
transcriptions. As LEMDO proceeds with encoding modern editions, we need to consider how we can 
honour stage directions as paratextual material (such as rendering them in the marginal space) and 
provide them with their own citable link.

Figure 3 (above): This example shows how LEMDO encodes stage directions in semi-diplomatic transcriptions.

Figure 4 (above): This example shows how LEMDO encodes stage directions in modern editions.

What are early modern stage directions and how can we categorize them? “Stage directions” as a 
category did not exist in early modern times. Tiffany Stern points out that Lewis Theobald coined the 
term in 1726 to derogatorily refer to paratextual information that was too awful to be authorial (19).
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